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Alexandra MALLY

From: Tena, Guillaume <Guillaume.Tena@nature.com>
Sent: Dienstag, 27. März 2018 16:24
To: Gergely Molnar
Cc: Jiri FRIML; Alexandra MALLY
Subject: RE: Molnar et al N&V 2016
Attachments: Molnar N&V.v5.GT Final.docx

Dear Gergely, 
 
Frankly we don't mind at all if you upload and use the published version. SpringerNature will never come after you. 
Maybe IST won't like it? In the very improbable case that someone bothers you about it, just say that you received a 
special authorization from the editor, and I will confirm. I have checked the versions we have and the proofs have 
ugly annotations on them and anyway already integrate work from the publisher (typesetting, figure, language 
editing...). The only possibility would be the temporary draft Word document I'm attaching here (just add your 
version of the figure in it so it is 1 self-contained file only). 
 
But frankly, don't bother. Just upload the published version. It is much nicer! 
 
Guillaume 
 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Gergely Molnar [mailto:gergely.molnar@ist.ac.at]  
Sent: 27 March 2018 15:10 
To: Tena, Guillaume 
Cc: Jiri FRIML; Alexandra MALLY 
Subject: Molnar et al N&V 2016 
 
Dear Guillaume, 
 
sorry to bother you - we are here at IST Austria obliged to upload a pdf of every published item - in a way which is 
not violating copyright law.  
we have to upload a version of our N&V, but we only have the published pdf version, which is clearly not OK due to 
legal reasons. Do you by any chance have a proof version or anything equivalent which would be suitable for putting 
it online without having legal trouble? If you could help us in any way, we would be most grateful. 
 
Thanks a lot in advance for your reply and help, best, 
 
Gergely Molnar & the co-authors 
 
 
DISCLAIMER: This e-mail is confidential and should not be used by anyone who is not the original intended recipient. 
If you have received this e-mail in error please inform the sender and delete it from your mailbox or any other 
storage mechanism. Macmillan Publishers Limited does not accept liability for any statements made which are 
clearly the sender's own and not expressly made on behalf of Macmillan Publishers Ltd or one of their agents. 
Please note that Macmillan Publishers Limited and their agents and affiliates do not accept any responsibility for 
viruses or malware that may be contained in this e-mail or its attachments and it is your responsibility to scan the e-
mail and attachments (if any). 


